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A rehtivisticltlly parameterized extended Hiickel molecular orbital method is outlined. One-electron effectike hamiltonian 
matrix eIements are rehted to the correspondin* ore&p mart-i. elements calculated in a~ atomic llsj?n) b&r Different 
atomic rzdial functions are used for the j = I + $-and j = I - i basis functions for a given n and I. Relativistic and non-rela- 
tivistic atomic orbital energies are taken from atomic Dirac-Fock and Hartree-Fock calculations. Resuits are presented 
for the molecules 12, El, 1%. Eli, Ini, CHG, SIH,, GeH4. SnHa. PbH+ (1 14)t14 snd B4_ It is concluded that our method 
and its parxneterization provide a semi-quantitntwe description of relntirbtic effects in chemical bonding 

1. Method 

The basic assumption of a semi-empiricaJ LCAO MO 
method of the extended Hiickel (EHT) type [1.2] is 
that matrix elements 1~~ (for i +j) of an unspecified 
one-electron effective hamihonian he, are related to 
the corresponding overlap matrix elements Sip 

ZIG = ( $!Jj Ihe~l$~> = f (TZjj 3 hjj)S,i- ) 0) 

where the function f(lrii- hii) is usual& expressed in 
terms of the arithmetic mean Of h,i and hjj by 

f (h,, ‘~ii> = k~)~tt a II)~)~L?, (3 

where the bond constant k is usually assigned a value 
around 1.75. Input parameters consist of the molec- 
ular geometry, a basis set of atomic orbit&, and a 
set of atomic orbital energy parameters ChiiI _ 

In order to obtain semi-quantitative estimates of 
the bonding properties of molecules containing one 
or more atoms with large 2, and to obtain a measure 
of the relativistic contribution to such properties, we 
have developed a relativistically parameterized version 
of EHT which we designate as “REX”_ The key fea- 

tures of REX lie in the choice of atomic basis func- 
tions and in the choice of atomic orbital energy param- 
eters. First, the overlap matri_x elements Sii are cal- 
culated with respect to a set of basis functions with 
an \Zsjrn) quantiration; the procedure for doing this 
is described in the next section. Second, the Ilsjrn) 
functions have associated radial factors obtained by 
fitting one or more Slater radial functions to the rela- 
tivistic atomic radiaI functions of DescIaux [3] _ The 
procedure we have initially used is to choose a single 
Slater exponent c by matching the electron mean ra- 
dius F; 

{=(?I -I+/~) (3 

where n is the principal quantum number. The small 
component of a valence A0 contributes only slightly 
to r and becomes negligibly small in the valence re- 
gion, compared to the large component_ We there- 
fore may relate our two-component Pauli functions 
directly to Desclaux’s four-component F values. Since 
values of F are a function of n, 1, and j. the correspon- 
ding$‘sdifferforj=Z+$andj=Z-4 foragivenn 
and 1. Third, all orbital energy parameters {ZZi~} are 
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taken as the Dime-Fock orbital energies CEi3- Since 
DescIaux’s tables [3] also inciude F and E vaiues for 
the Hartree-Fock non-reiativistic limit of c --f ~0, we 
thus have available consistent relativistic (c= 137-03 au) 
and non-relativistic (c +-) parameterizations for the 
ci and Fzii v=Iues_ We denote these two parameteriza- 
tions as REX and EHT respectiveIy. where both em- 
ploy the ilLr/;n) basis_ Thus direct comparison of REX 
and the present EHT treatments for a given moiecule 
provides a direct measure of the importance of rela- 

tivity- Spin-orbit spIittings for atomic orbit& with 

Z P 0 and refativistic shifts for QZZ orbit&_ including 
those with Z = 0, are thus taken into account without 
a “spin-orbit” hamiltonian being specified. hlolecu- 
Iar effects enter via eqs_ (I) and (2)- The eigenvalue 
problem (H - E S)c = 0 is then solved by standard 
methods: taking into account that matrices H and S 
are in general complex- These matrices are of dimen- 
sion % X 2n, where 2n is the number of spin-orbit&_ 

Our method REX resembles that deveioped by 
Manne, Wittel and Mohanty (hermfter referred to as 
MWM) [4]* and applied to a large number of molecules 
[4-P] _ Their interest was primarily in reIating MO eigen- 

v&es to ionization energies obtained by photoelectron 
spectroscopy- Our method is characterized by a more 
systematic parameterization, including a weildefined 
relativistic contraction, or expansion for each orbital- 
Their caIcuIations were constrained by a common ra- 
dia; factor for the atomic orbit& with j= I + i and 
j=Z - k_ Their assumptions [4] about matrix ele- 
ments (ME’s) of an “effective one-eIectron spin-or- 
bit hamiltonian” h,, include neglect of a11 three-cen- 
ter and certain two-center ME-s, evaluation of one- 
center ME’s in terms of empirical spin-orbit parame- 
ters, md expansion of tw-center ME’s involving or- 
bital on center A connected by the component A,, 

on center A to an orbital on center B in terms of one- 
center (A) ME-s. 

If the MWM assumptions were applied to our IZ.@z) 
basis. in which the one-center spin-orbit coupling is 
diagonal, then a two-center ME in a diatomic mole- 
cule becomes 

where A and B denote the centers, Wis the MWM 
parameter, and (Jz.& denotes a one-center ME for 

? This paper contains a thorotqh discussion of their spin- 
orbit modified extended Hiickei method- 
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(4) 

center a- In REX the corresponding ME is 

<~~IAhl~~)=(k/2)(dq +A~i)sij, (3 

where Ah 3 ZzR - ZzNR and AQ E ~~3 - ergR with R 

and NR denoting the relativistic and non-relativistic 
parameterizations, respectively- The MWM v3Iue of W 
is 0.5, while k/2 is 0.875 suggesting larger two-center 
ME’s with REX- However the fn~ii! in&de reIativ- 
istic shifts as we11 as spIittings_ 

MWM used atomic spin-orbit splittings and ioniza- 
tion potentials from experimental atomic spectra- Thus 
their resuits also include the relativistic shifts- A sys- 
tematic comparison with non-relativistic results is, 
however, precIuded_ 

Before the present work was completed, lie became 
aware of the rather analogous, iterative_ “self-consis- 
tent quasi-relativistic modified extended HiickeI” meth- 
od of Boudren,ux et al. [ 1 O] - A “quasi-relativistic 
MuIIiken-Woifsberg-Hehnholz” method was also 
discussed by Bersuker et 31- [I I], while the entire 
fieId of relativistic quantum chemistry has been re- 
cently reviewed by PyykkB [ 12]_ 

2. Calculation of overlap matrix 

REX has been written as an adaptation of a stan- 
dard EHT FORTRAN program*- The overlap ma- 
trix S in the IZs~izz) basis is readily calculated by sup- 
piying as input data hvo sets of real atomic orbitals 
for each atom. The first and second sets consist of 
those orbitals whose radial functions are later asso- 
ciated with thej=Z - 5 andj=Z + g orbitals respec- 
tively_ Thus for an atom wiv;.th s, p, and d AO’s, the 

two sets are associated witfl sl/,, pljz, d3,? and s1i2, 

p31zr d5j2, respectiveIy_ (The s A0 is duplicated so 
that a generalization to spin-polarized orbit& is pos- 
sibIe.) The standard EHT routines for calculating the 
real over!ap matrix in 3 real A0 basis are employed- 
One-center overlap matrix elements connecting the 
two sets are not calculated, as they are not required. 
A unitary transformation is then used to obtain S in 
the desired basis. For example, the three real p AO’s 
of the first set are used to construct the two functions 

* The ori&al EHT program was obtained from its author 
R Hoff’mxm in 1966 and is an earlier version of the pro- 
gram recentIy published [ 131. 
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with i = l/2 and m = +- i/2. while the three real p AO’s 

of the second set are used to construct the four func- 
tions withj = 3/2 and m = S/3, t l/Z The transfor- 

mation is based on complex spherical harmcnics de- 
fined as [14, p. 601 

y,,(e,#) =+I)( nl*Im 1)/2P/JJl(cos 6) exp (imb). 

(6) 

where N is a positive normalization constant depen- 
dent on I and nz, and on real harmonics defined as 
114, p- 200] 

21 = yro 3 (74 

.q& = 2- II2 (Y[,_,,, + q-m) 9 G’b) 

Z&,= 2-1/7 i(Y,_, - FIV_,) _ (7c) 

The phase convention for the [ZS~VZ) basis is expressed 
in terms of 3-j symbols by [ 1 S] 

Ilsjm> = C C(Iml~ms, jm)lbnpt,) @I 
“‘ptls 

and 

C(im&; jm) 

= (_1)112-~-~~(2j+ I)lL? 

( 

I s 1 j 

In, ??l, -m ) 

_ (9) 

The transformation can be carried out separately for 
each atom-pair block of the original overlap matrix 
and separately for Q! and p spins. Thus although for- 
mally a >z X dJ2 transformation matrix is required, 
the actual transformations used range from 2 X 2 for 

atoms with s -405 only to 32 X 32 for atoms with s, 
p. d, and f AOk 

3_ Results 

Calculated orbital energies for I2 obtained using 
the parameters in table I and a bond length of 2.67 A 
are presented in fis_ 1 together with experimental val- 

ues [16-IS] and the theoretical values of Manne et 

ai. [4] and of Yang [19], the latter obtained using a 
Dirac-Slater mukiple scattering Xol method- The 

spin-orbit spIitting of the ng MO is somewhat Iess 

than that of the n, MO, in agreement with experi- 
ment. These splittings have been discussed in detail 

Table I 
REX parameters 

Element Orbital - ai gi 
~-- 

rel. non-rel. rei. non-xl. 
-_- 

H 

C 

Si 

Ge 

Sn 

Pb 

114 

Br 

I 

BL 

IS 
2s 

ZPL,, 

‘-P3 ‘2 

3s 

3pL12 
3P3fz 

4s 

4PLf2 
4P3/2 

SS 

SPIIZ 
5p312 

65 

6p,i2 
6~312 

is 
7Pll2 
7P3/2 

4s 

4PLC 
4P3/2 

5s 

5?1/2 
3P3 ‘2 

6s 

6~~12 

13.606 

19.39 
11.07 
11.06 

14.84 
7.59 
7.56 

13.52 
7.42 
7.24 

13.88 
7.01 
6.57 

6P3/2 

15.42 
7.49 
5.98 

19.63 
9.67 
5.02 

27.78 
12.79 
12.23 

23.86 
11.72 
IO.58 

18.67 
9.11 
7.11 

13.606 
19.38 
11.07 
11.07 

14-79 
7.58 
7.58 

15.16 
7.33 
7.33 

13.04 
6.76 
6.76 

12.49 
6 53 
6.53 

1.000 

1.577 
1.435 
l-434 

l-592 
1.257 
1.254 

2.057 
1.569 
1.544 

2.218 
I.732 
1.664 

2.718 
1.114 
1.848 

1.000 

I-576 
1.435 
l-435 

I-588 
1.256 
1256 

2.024 
1550 
1.550 

2.129 
1.674 
1.674 

2.386 
1.880 
1.880 

- 
- 
- 

27.01 
12.44 
12.44 

22.34 
10.97 
10.97 

3.405 
2.749 
1.892 

2.637 
2.169 
2.124 

15.19 
7.79 
7.79 

2.588 
2.131 
2.131 

2.731 2.626 
2.289 2.198 
2.186 2.198 

2.898 2.560 
2.338 2.072 
2.010 2.072 

EHT REX REX Exp MGII~W Ycno 

Fig. I. Calculated non-relativistic (EHT) and relativistic (REX) 
orbital enegies for I2_ Also shov.n are the calculated energies 
of Blanne et al. [4] and of Yang [ 191, and esperimental or- 
bital energies (16-~18]- The results IabeIed REX (av- r) \\ere 
obtained usu-g an avenged Shter exponent for both the 5~,,~ 
z.wLd .Sp3,2 AO’S- 
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Fig Z_ Clcuhted non-reL!thistic (a), relativistic (b). DS DV&Z 
(d, ref. [?I]). md HS DVY (e. ref_ [21]) orbitzl er.er$es to- 
gether r\irh experimenti (c) orbit& energies 116-l 8.23] for 
Brz. IBr. HI. and InL 

by WitteI [S] and by Jungen [2C]. We note that use 
ofan averaged Sfater exponent < for both the 5ptc 
and 5~~~~ AWs produces Iess satisfactory resuIts than 
the cse of different $‘s_ Fig_ 2 shows results for Br,, 
IBr, HI, and InI, with the latter results compared to 
these obtained by ROS&I [?I] using the Dirac-Shter 
and &tree-Slater discrete varitiional methods (DVM). 
Experimental orbital energies are also shown for BrZ 
[16--IS], HI [I6]. IBr [IS] and 1x11 [Xj- The as- 
sumed bond lengths were 2.28, 1.61,2_49, and 2.86 A, 
respectiveiy. Agreement with experiment is worse for 
IBr rhan for either Brz or I-, (fig- I). and is also some- 
what unsatisfactory for InIIindiating the shortcom- 
ings of a non-charge-iterative method for molecuies 
containing polar bonds. 

Table z 
Spin-orbit sptittiqs 

Table 2 presents our calculated spin-orbit split- 
tings of the valence-shell MO% ofsymmetry t2 for 
the tetrahedral group IV hydrides. The splitting 4 
is defmed as positive when the u’(r, or Gw,) Ievel 
lies above the e” (l’, or EsE) level- These spIittings 
are compared to the molecular Dirac-Fock one- 
center-expansion (DF OCE) [23,24] and atom Dirac- 
Fock rrp splittings [3] _ We note that whereas the DF 
OCE splittings are similar to the corresponding DF 
central atom splittings, the REX splittings are signif- 
icantIy smaIIer. This is partly a resuit of our parame- 
terization (table I), which makes the high 2 elements 
of this group very electropositive relative to hydro- 
gen, so that an essentiaIIy hydridic description ob- 
tains, leading to a comparatively small spin-orbit 
splitting_ Since the DF OCE method [Z-28] does 
not in practice allow sufficient ‘delocaiization” we 
anticipate that actual splittings should fali between 
the DF OCE and REX limits.. 

Fig. 3 presents a correlation diagram for the MO’s 
of tetrahedra1 Bi, obtained using an asscmed Bi-Bi 
distance of3.0 a. This species has been detected by 
mass spectrometry in the tapor in equilibrium with 
the liquid slioy BiSn 1391, and is presumably similar 
to the more familiar species P4, Asq, and Sbd- The 
highst occupied MO is the relativistic u’(r,) or the 
non-relativistic al MO, each at approximately -8 eV_ 
The spin-orbit splitting of rlze t, IeveIs at -8.94 and 
-14.43 eV are 1.07 and 0.05 eV; respectively, the 
former sphtting being approximately one-half of the 
atomic 6p splitting of 3.11 eV (table 1), while the 
latter is nearly zero because of the predominant 6s 

_-- 
SloIecuIe R *) n (REX) P (D-F)b) - A (D-F, atom) c) 

LU &V) <eW @W 

CH4 :_095 0.0045 

SiH4 I.560 0.012 

cerr4 I.588 0.067 

SnK;r 1.746 0.14 

Fwio l-746 0.49 

(I13)H4 l-746 I.68 
-_I 

3 Dismnces chosen to rrmtch those used in refs_ [13,24I. 
b, Refr [ 13.24 j - c) Ref. [31- 
d, Indudes non-sphericzd contributions. 

0.01 0.008 
0.0056 d, 
0.021 0.03 
0.022 d) 
0.16 O-18 

0.42 0.4% 
1.54 1.50 
5-16 4.66 
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-16 - 
6s 

Fig. 3. Calculated non-relativistic CENT) aad relativistic (RES) 
orbital energy CorTelstion diagram for Bh with Td symmetry 
and a Bi-Bi distance of 3.0 A. 

character of the lower energy t, hfO_ The ion Biz- 
would have two electrons in e’<r6 or E,,,)MO at 

-4-S eV; although a closed-shell system, the gap to 
the vacant u’(rs)hfO is only 0.9 eV, so that a second- 
order Jahn-Teller instability is expected for tetrahe- 
dral Bii- (first-order in the non-relativistic description 
with two electrons in the t t MO). The ion Bii-is 
known in the solid state 1301 as a planar species of D4h 
symmetry with a Bi-Bi distance of 2.94 a_ Calcula- 
tions (not shown) for a D, structure with a Bi-Bi 
distance of 30 i% suggest stability for the dianion, 
with the highest occupied hI0 being of eg symmetry 
and lying 1.95 eV beiow a vacant b,, symmetry MO 
(the designation with atoms lying between the x and y 
*es in the xy plane). This gap is reduced to 1.75 eV 
when relativistic parameters are used. Similar non-rel- 
ativistic results were previously reported by Corbett 
c311- 

The tetrahedral Bi4 and the isoelectronic species 
FJbz- are according to fig_ 3 stabilized by the large 
u’-e’ distance. In Lauher‘s [32] terminology. our u’ 
would be the highest ‘kluster valence moIecuIar or- 

bital” while the subsequent e’ is the lowest “high lying 
anti-bonding orbital”. As seen. this division is not es- 
sentially changed in the Td case by relativistic effects. 

4. Summary 

Our basic philosophy concerning REX is that it pro- 
vides a convenient and inexpensive procedure for ‘-es- 
trapolating” the results of Dirac-Fock atomic calcu- 
lations to molecules, thus providing a semi-quantita- 
tive description of relativistic effects in chemical bond- 
ing. Comparisons are made between orbital energies 
and observed ionization energies. The experimental 
spin-orbit splittings of valence hlO’s are generally well 
reproduced by REX, while the absolute X-MO binding 
energies tend to be too lage. Due to the absence of 
charge iteration, the hydrides of more electropositive 
metals tend to be too hydridic. ResuIts for numerous 
other molecules will appear in a future publicstion [33]- 
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